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Abstract

Mars present-day middle and upper atmosphere, above ˜100 km, connects the deep atmosphere to the Martian space envi-

ronment. This region is important to understand for many reasons, including for more general insights into the evolution of

atmospheres, as a comparison to other planetary atmospheres, and for current and future mission development and interpre-

tation. The middle/upper atmosphere is greatly influenced by the physics of the lower atmosphere (water cycle, dust cycle,

waves, etc.) and the solar environment (solar magnetic activity, solar events). It contains the upper branch of the overturning

meridional circulation and the transitional point of the main heating source from near-IR to UV radiation. These influences

feed on a primitive property of an atmosphere: temperature. This work will break down the radiative processes that drive the

Martian’s thermal structure above ˜100 km as a function of latitude and season. We demonstrate the on-going work on extend-

ing the NASA Ames Mars Global Climate Model (MGCM), now using the NOAA/GFDL FV3 dynamical core. The MGCM

nominally extends from the surface up to ˜80 km but new physics packages will extend the MGCM’s vertical domain up to

˜250 km. We present the heating and cooling mechanisms that dominate this atmospheric region, discuss the parametrizations

used, the state of the seasonal/diurnal thermal structure, and finally, we discuss the work in progress for the development and

implementation of physics schemes in our model.
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Overview

The present middle/upper Martian atmosphere, above ~80 km, connects the
deep atmosphere to the Martian space environment. This region is impor-
tant to understand for many reasons; evolution of atmospheres, comparisons to
other planetary atmosphere, and mission development. The middle/upper at-
mosphere is known to be influenced by the lower atmosphere (water cycle, dust
cycle, waves, etc. [2]) and the solar environment (solar magnetic activity, solar
events). It contains the upper branch of the overturning meridional circulation
and where the main heat source transitions from near-Infrared to ultraviolet ra-
diation. Upward propagating tides have been seen to have an impact on upper
atmospheric structure, such as nonmigrating tides which include diurnal and
semidiurnal periodicities [1]. The location of these mechanisms strongly influ-
ences the atmospheric composition and dynamics that also connect to the nu-
merous escape processes that drive the atmospheric volatile evolution [3]. These
influences feed on a primitive property of an atmosphere; temperature. This
project focuses on individual radiative processes that drive the Mar-
tian’s thermal structure above ~80 km as a function of latitude and
season.

This poster is a progress report on the model development needed for the project;
specifically, the on-going work on vertically extending the NASA Ames Mars
Global Climate Model (MGCM) utilizing the NOAA/GFDL FV3 dynamical
core will be discussed (see table 1).
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The MGCM nominally extends from the surface up to ~80 km but new physics
packages will extend the MGCM’s vertical domain up to ~250 km. We present
the heating and cooling mechanisms that dominate this atmospheric region,
discuss the parametrizations used and the state of the thermal structure. The
main driving processes of the energy balance are the ultraviolet heating, thermal
conduction and the 15�m cooling by CO2. These processes will influence the
temperature, photochemistry, and circulation of this region. Finally, we discuss
the work in progress for the development of physics schemes and implementation
in our model.
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The energy balance for middle and upper atmosphere can be described from:

Were the left part of the equation is the temperature over time in
Kelvin, QUV and QIR the total absorbed energy transformed into heat-
ing from the Ultraviolet and infrared parts of the spectrum. The IR is
corrected for non-LTE accordingly. QCO2-15�m is the 15micron emission from
excited CO2. The QDynamics contains all the heating that is produced locally
from the circulation. Both advection and adiabatic heating are summed up
in this term. The last term of the equation (1) describes the heat diffusion
equation were is the conductivity of the local mixing ratio and z is the vertical
layer.

1. UV heating

Above ~80km the main incoming energy source is the absorption of solar Ultra-
violet radiation from 0.1 to 200 nm. The amount of energy strongly depends
on the solar magnetic eleven-year cycle. We calculate the total UV heating by
solving equation (2):

were Φ is the total photoabsorption rate for each spectral wavelength bin, z is the
vertical layer and is the neutral heating efficiency. describes the portion of the
total absorbed energy that will transform in atmospheric heating. Generally,
the absorption of UV energetic photons will excite, dissociate and ionize the
molecules of the atmosphere. Those processes will release energetic electrons
as a byproduct which with their turn can result to the same interactions with
the atmospheric constituents as well as to trigger chemical reactions that can
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release energy. Detailed simulations have shown that only a fraction of the total
energy will end up as heating in the order of 22% [4]. To properly account
for solar UV irradiance at the top of the atmosphere we have adopted the
FISM solar spectrum model [5] which is a detailed spectrum constructed with
1-nm resolution based on observations from The Extreme Ultraviolet Monitor
(EUVM) spectrograph on board MAVEN and is collecting solar energy in three
bands [7].
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Temperature field
We are currently able to simulate up to the 10-6Pa (~160km) and
we show preliminary zonal mean temperature fields of three different
epochs in figure 5, utilizing solar maximum conditions. The devel-
opment and implementation of physical packages is ongoing process
with our final objective to be able to cover up to ~250km. Parallel to
model extension development comparison with modern observations
of the middle and upper atmosphere are scheduled similar to [11],
[12]. Figure 5 shows that the main dependece of the temperature
field and the heating mechanisms is the distance from the sun and
the inclination of the planet.
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Figure 4: Temperature zonal mean fileds of three different solar
longitudes followed by zonal mean heating tendencies

Heating terms

In the following figures we present basic zonal mean fields of the heating and
cooling mechanisms for three Solar longitudes, same as figure 4. Scaling has
been kept the same for all plots for comparison purposes.
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Figure 6: Equatorial zonal mean Ultraviolet heating in (K/s).
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Figure y: Equatorial zonal mean Near IR heating in (K/s).
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Figure 8: Equatorial zonal mean IR cooling in (K/s) after NonLTE corrections.
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Figure 9: Typical daytime heating mechanisms of the radiation terms in the
energy balance for the Martian Middle to upper atmosphere.

Thermal conduction, IR heating and CO2 15 �m cooling
In the upper atmosphere of Mars thermal conduction is the main
cooling mechanism. Heat is propagating to lower altitude layers
and it is mainly transported through collisions into CO2 molecules
which are getting excited into higher levels and through relaxation
emit long wave radiation back to space (See previous section on
CO2 15 �m cooling). We discretize the thermal diffusion equation in
order to calculate the heating tendency through conduction.

Where the terms are described from equation (1), k = AT0.69, fol-
lowing [8] and A a number density weighted average of the individual
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thermal conductivities. The NonLTE correction to LTE is applied
for altitudes higher then ~80km for near IR heating rates and NLTE
CO2 15 �m cooling adopting the scheme that is presented at [9].
To properly account for cooling CO2 15 �m cooling conditions we
need to realistic CO2 abundances, atomic oxygen abundances and
the collision excitation rate coefficient [10]. While thermospheric O
abundance is poorly measured and recent observations present high
seasonal variability and a mixing ratio of 3% with CO2 at ~130km
[6].
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